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Draw a face on each monster.



Draw the monster who is hiding here.



Draw some clothes for the monster.



Draw some eyes and mouths on these wild plants.



Draw more curved lines  
and fill the spaces  

with colorful patterns.



Use your imagination to make each half-circle  
into a new object.



Draw monsters at a party.



Color the banners any way you’d like.



Color the mermaids.



Here are the feet of a mysterious animal.  
Draw in the rest of the animal.



Draw a different emotion on each person’s face.



Give each pirate a name and a face.



Turn the leaves into birds.



Give these fairies colorful wings and magic wands.



Fruit? Animals? People? Turn these shapes into 
whatever you choose.



Make each shape into a new creature.



Who is standing in the spotlight?



Complete the pictures.



Draw faces on the monsters.



Draw the dragon who is making 
this shadow on the wall.



Complete these 5 creatures.



Fill the triangles with patterns and designs. 



Draw small fish and seaweed  
around the sea monster.



Draw a big monster family.



Create some monsters and give them names.

Eye-lashy



Decorate the shapes. Can you turn them  
into different objects?



Draw what you see through the hole in the wall.



Draw something in the sky that has wings.



Draw the other half of the monster, then color it in.



Turn these sets of eyes into sea creatures.



Draw some things that the wind 
has blown up into the sky.
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Explore  
a world of imaginary 
creatures with this 

engaging activity book! 

Children can draw and color a variety of 
characters, such as a dragon, mermaids, 

underwater friends, and even a mysterious 
animal. From adding faces to wild plants to 
creating their own monsters, children can 

show off their creativity  
in a unique and fun way.
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